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About This Content

Utilize the Day and Night Cycle:

The city changes during the hours of the day and affects citizen schedules. Traffic is visibly slower at night and some zoned
areas do not work with full efficiency. This expansion will put you in control of managing the different aspects of the day and

night cycles.
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Leisure specialization:

Commercial areas can specialize in leisure activities. Leisure areas are especially active during the night, but work like regular
commercial areas during the day.

Tourist Specialization:

Commercial areas such as bars and restaurants, small marina and fishing tours on the shoreline can specialize in beach activities.

Expanded City Services:

Criminals will now be taken to Prison from Police buildings.

Taxi service will help citizens and tourists travel around the city.

Cargo hubs are harbors that accept cargo trains straight to the terminal.

International airport is a huge airport, allowing much more traffic than the previous airport and has a metro station
attached to it.

Bus terminal allows citizens to transfer to other bus lines in the terminal building.
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Title: Cities: Skylines - After Dark
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Colossal Order Ltd.
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
Cities: Skylines
Release Date: 24 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+, 3.2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVIDIA GeForce GTX 260, 512 MB or ATI Radeon HD 5670, 512 MB (Does not support Intel Integrated Graphics
Cards)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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Within the first chapter I was invested, by the end of the second I was engaged, by the fifth I was scared of consequences and
afraid it was about to end, by the epilogue I was in tears over losses; at the end of my 13 straight hours of gameplay I am still not
done with this game. This story is beyond engaging and truly captures the essence of what a CYOA game is, the writing is
amazing and the characters - despite admittedly being somewhat stereotypical of a mecha series (Looking at you Hawkins) -
really shine apart.. While this is definitely not as mind-blowing as Pony Island, this is definitely one of the most innovative
puzzle-platformers I have ever played. There were many instances where I was completely stumped as to what I was supposed to
do. It takes a few tips from the books of other platformers and adds a few incredibly unique spins on them. Whereas INK left
me wanting more, I felt like an incredible sense of fulfillment after completing the game. This is a game that simultaneously
demands that you take your time and train your reflexes. Also, there's a level builder; that alone is worth the price of admission.

10\/10. Girlfriend Rescue - RPG made with love by Aldorlea Games company. I liked very much story and the music.
Advantages:
+ Interesting story
+ Sound
+ Ability to rename the main characters
+ Steam Achievements
+ Cool Drawing

A good, quality game, I recommend to all fans of the genre.. Rather annoying game after 2 minutes in... cute, nice artwork but a
pretty short story.
got it as a part of a bundle, don't think theres enough to justify the full price, but fine if you can get it in a bundle or on sale..
Only the daughter is worth getting although too short even with two endings. The jack 55 bday is a waste of time in my opinion,
it is no way that this worth more than the first DLC. Not bad relax Indie game :). This has got to be the worst game I have ever
played, it was majorly miss represented on the steam page, for example it doesn't even feel like the game is in alpha, the
textures and lighting are crap and look nothing like the gougous sceen shots provided on the store. To make matters worse when
I contacted steam they told me that I have already paid for it so I can't get a refund, even though it was grosly miss advertised.
Not happy at all with Steam or this company. Really funny and entertaining sort of cartoon eSports team manager sim. In the
vein of other management sims but with a funny storyline and devs constantly working and improving the game. Definitely
worth the buy!
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Buy it for the story, not for the gameplay.

Unlike InverMouse's previous major title, Unhack, Bermuda does not attempt to meld its gameplay and visual novel elements
together. The entire gameplay consists of exactly one level. The goals and number of guards change, but this does little to make
it less boring. It just felt like a tedious stopgap between story segments. The game would undoubtedly have benefited from a
more traditional point-and-click or choose-your-own-adventure style to its storytelling.

For being only a 3 dollar title, the story is surprisingly good. It had enough mystery to it to keep me interested, but never seemed
like it was making an\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665pull when it threw in plot twists. My only gripe is that Eddie can't seem
to go more than a few sentences without throwing in a reference to God, and I'm not saying that just because I'm not religious.
Especially once Mukan started angrily declaring that she didn't believe in God, all I could do was roll my eyes. It struck me as
trying to insert controversy where none was needed. Leave the battle of the religions to
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665end of the internet where it belongs; I just want to enjoy a good story.

Gripes aside, I still enjoyed the game. Despite being a weaker entry than Unhack, I would still recommend this to anyone who
enjoys a good mystery. It's pretty cheap, and while the gameplay is boring, it's not difficult, nor should it take you but a couple
minutes to run through.. Now I have finished the game I can write a full review I hope. I must say though it looks like I have
missed a considerable amount of content by accidently cutting to the main story events but I will review from what I have seen
so far;

Overall I'd say the story is very well written, the characters are interesting and you care enough about them. My only real
complaint was the length of the story which i feel was somewhat short but perhaps that was my own doing.

I would recommend it to anyone who likes interactive stories though, certainly worth two quid anyway.. Don't buy this. Fun
times again building bridges. No slopes though or collecting stars this time, but good fun anyway.

Anyway took me about 3 hours to complete the first area, so i already got my moneys worth and i still have 2 areas to explore.

[EDIT]
I talked about broken achievements earlier iun this reviewish thing, that is now fixed 2 days later. :bigups:. I tried to get into this
but everything is so tedious in this game. Having the hold down a button to select is not a good UX.

I was excited for the sea battles but turns out you just shoot a couple guys on a boat and thats it. I really wanted to get into this
game but sadly I can't recommend it at this point. Maybe if there is a big gameplay\/content update I will try again

. This DLC is a must. Opens up the North and East portions of the map by allowing play as pagan religions. Playing as a Norse
raider and striking fear into the heart of Christendom is a nice change of pace, especially if you take the opportunity to crush
those pesky Karlings. The earlier start date (867 A.D.) is a plus if you want to experience a new starting scenario with the
potential to completely change the history of Western civilization. If you thought the original length of the game was too long,
this might not be as great a feature for you, but the rest of what this DLC adds makes it a great buy, especially if picked up on
sale.

8.5\/10. Was craving some sword and sandal action after reading the Blood and Bronze RPG , so far im having fun with this
game , only complaint being sometimes your hero gets stuck on an object for a second or two , but other than that its pretty cool
, plenty of lore and history to discover , the loot so far is pretty varied , and its nice to see the types of armors warriors wore
back then . your companions actually fight very well and you can jump between all of them whenever you want .Enemies will
rush you but they will fall back regroup and fight somewhat tactically to preserve themselves which is a nice change in a game
of this genre . There is story dialogue as well given in graphic novel form with really sweet art , its on sale right so for 2 and half
bucks you get a really cool game , especially if your a fan of Diablo, torchlight etc... The graphics are well done you can see
detail in everything , scenery is nice too ! Imagine the Old Testament as a Sword and Sorcery novel/history book ...
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